Pathological role of a point mutation (T315I) in BCR-ABL1 protein-A computational insight.
BCR-ABL protein is one of the most potent target to treat chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). Apart from other mutations, T315I is especially challenging as it confers resistance to all first- and second-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors. So, a thorough study of altered behavior upon mutation is crucially needed. To understand the resistance mechanism of mutant BCR-ABL protein, we organized a long-term molecular dynamics simulation (500 ns) and performed the detailed comparative conformational analysis. We found that due to mutation at 315th position (threonine to isoleucine), original structures deviated from normal, and attained a flexible conformation. Our observations pave a clear path toward designing new inhibitors against resistant BCR-ABL1 protein and suggest a strategy where additional flexibility governed by mutation could be given an appropriate consideration.